Introduction

The internet and other advancements in technology allow humans many more opportunities to form and build relationships. Applications like Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn are a handful of tools that help remove geographic boundaries, allow people to connect with one another, and be a part of communities that exist mostly or exclusively online. While there still isn't universal access to the internet or these tools and applications, they provide a viable pathway to greater knowledge and connections.

The WELL (Whole Earth 'Lectronic Link) is one of the oldest and more vibrant online communities, and an example of what aligned individuals can inspire or accomplish as a part of a virtual network. Since its founding in 1985, its membership has included many transformative doers, including the founders of AOL and Craigslist. Many other online communities have emerged around hobbies, professions, and other interest areas. Harnessing this ability to facilitate meaningful and engaging online interactions, the Leap Ambassadors Community has become another example of a thriving online community.

The Leap Ambassadors Community, established in 2013, is a private, online community of nonprofit leaders, funders, consultants, policymakers, academics, government officials, and other social sector leaders. Connecting nearly 100 percent online, our members exchange, discuss, and debate novel strategies to help the social sector deliver equitable, meaningful, measurable, and financially sustainable results for the people or causes they serve. In more recent years, our members, or ambassadors, have increased their online engagement by offering sound strategies to navigate the COVID-19 pandemic, responses to police-involved murders of Black people, and suggestions for coping with the rise in cost and limited supply of goods—issues affecting our members personally and professionally. Appendix I shares more information about the community’s history and value to its members.

In this paper, Leap support team members, the backbone organization of the Leap Ambassadors Community, offer our observations and lessons learned for forming, building, and nurturing an online community, especially one that can be effective during tough times. Our tips could help you establish an online community’s purpose, choose the right technology platforms, consider and plan opportunities for growth, and achieve a critical mass to support the needs of the community. Additionally, we emphasize the importance of relationships and connections and providing members with an optimal experience.

We acknowledge that not all online communities will be as well-resourced as the Leap Ambassadors Community. Yet, many of these suggestions can be adapted for communities of all sizes. For more information about how the Leap support team has contributed to building and managing the community, read The Leap Support Team: A case study.
Form and build an online community

Thoughtful planning that goes beyond simply setting up a technology platform will contribute to a successful community. Consider these principles as you lay the groundwork for an online community.

Establish the community’s purpose

Creating an online community requires a strong purpose, since it’s the foundation on which the collective “we” is built. The most successful online communities have members who believe in the purpose and are willing to intentionally engage. Once roles, responsibilities, expectations, guidelines, and time commitments are established, the founders can solicit feedback from interested parties. In the end, all founding members must agree on and approve the community’s purpose.

The Leap Ambassadors Community established five core strategies to support its mission:

- Convene and engage mission-aligned accomplished leaders
- Grow an engaged, inclusive community
- Develop resources to build the field
- Develop positions to influence the field
- Amplify the voices and works of the members.

Determine community management roles and responsibilities

Community managers serve as the glue in an online community. As one ambassador put it, “They make the magic happen.” Although some communities, like the Leap Ambassadors Community, have paid staff members to serve in that role, many other communities are run by volunteers or a much smaller staff. Basic responsibilities include managing the membership list, monitoring the discussion, encouraging members to post, and ensuring that community guidelines are upheld. Based on the community managers’ interests and expertise, they might also provide discussion summaries, convene informal gatherings, and host community conversations or webinars on topics of interest. Even the smallest communities will benefit from one or two highly-engaged individuals who are willing to nurture the community.

Foster diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging

Diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging are key components of an online community, especially when advancing the community’s purpose. Members must feel welcomed, included, safe, and valued in sharing their thoughts and ideas.

The Leap Ambassadors Community’s equity practices evolved after the community’s members realized the community wasn’t as diverse, equitable, or inclusive as it could or should be. The course of action included examining our internal systems and processes and identifying which voices were missing from the community. Posts that focused on equity and inclusion stimulated dialogue and often resulted in an Ambassador Insight. Ambassadors formed a robust micro-community of 50+ members who meet regularly to explore equity and high performance. The support team also began publishing Leap Voices, a series that lifts up the importance of equity and high performance in the social sector. These policies and practices helped foster a pathway to achieving our goals around diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging.

Determine a growth strategy

The criteria for growing your community will vary depending on the decision to create a private or public community, as well as other factors. A public community is accessible by anyone, and discussions and content are available to the public. There are no criteria for joining a public group beyond a shared interest. However, a private community sets membership criteria that helps establish guidelines for who would add value, benefit from the community, and be a good fit for its purpose. It also owns all the data, creates content that can only be viewed by members, and can deny access to those who don’t fit the criteria.

Creators of online communities should think about how, why, and to what degree they want to grow the community. As a private community, the Leap Ambassadors Community decided that the purpose of growing was to:

- Increase the community’s collective IQ
- Broaden the range of expertise across its membership
- Expand the networking opportunities for its members
- Include a diverse audience to highlight different perspectives.

Working toward a critical mass of members helps the Leap Ambassadors Community achieve lively and vibrant online discussions. Actively inviting and encouraging participation from the critical mass:

- Helps to ensure that at least one member will respond if you pose a question or ask for assistance
- Means that there are enough members to assist with collaborative efforts
- Allows for a broader diversity of views, experiences, and perspectives.

The Leap Ambassadors Community hypothesized that 300 members would create the critical mass for our type of community, but each community must determine its own number that will create active participation and lively dialogue.

As the Leap Ambassadors Community grew, some ambassadors were concerned that a sense of intimacy and connection would be lost. Participation in micro-communities, regional online gatherings, in-person meetings, and one-to-one introductions help build trust that leads to broader participation in the larger online forum.

Put people first

An online community’s success and sustainability center on the active engagement of its members. People engage if they find value, which means that the online community must always put people first.

For the Leap Ambassadors Community, prioritizing members includes:

- Developing an engagement strategy
- Creating a diverse, equitable, and inclusive environment where members feel they belong
- Identifying opportunities for members’ involvement and encouraging greater participation
- Creating pathways for developing relationships
- Facilitating connections between those involved within and external to the community
- Ensuring that the online community’s members have a worthwhile experience.
It's important for members of online communities to understand the explicit value and benefits that they're likely to gain from participation. The Leap Ambassadors Community identified the following elements that offer value:

- Fostering connections
- Building relationships
- Gaining diverse perspectives
- Pooling collective intelligence
- Accessing an environment committed to continuous improvement
- Collaboratively creating resources.

Finding ways to connect with your members intentionally and genuinely is foundational to building and maintaining an online community. Communication with community members should embody a personal touch to the greatest degree possible. This approach helps the Leap support team develop meaningful and lasting relationships among our members. We email personal notes or make personal calls to members when they have advanced the field in a public way. We also reach out to members, as appropriate, when they share personal matters (e.g., a new baby, career change, illness, death in the family). We also provide behind-the-scenes support that includes reaching out to ambassadors with specific expertise around a forum topic or question and encouraging them to post, checking in with ambassadors who post questions to ensure they received responses, nudging individuals who contact the team with specific questions to post to the forum, and curating responses to a topic for the community's convenience.

Feedback loops to share thoughts about the online community are fundamental to the group's sustainability. The Leap support team regularly gathers input from our members. We share survey results with the community and details on how we acted on the results. For example, when members provide feedback on written products, we incorporate their input into the updated product or provide an explanation for why we did not. This level of transparency facilitates trust in the Leap support team's ability to lift up their wishes and recommendations.

Choose technology platforms wisely
The right technology platform is crucial to the success of an online community, but don't be misled into thinking the chosen platform automatically ensures a community's success. It's a tool, and there are numerous options to choose from. Some are free while others can be quite expensive.

We chose Google Groups, because many of the founding members in 2013 were email centric. Other communities have chosen LinkedIn or Facebook groups, probably because their members are already active on those platforms. Alternatively, online forum platforms could provide more options (e.g., more robust customization, content moderation, private messaging). Bottom line: It's important for your community to consider the users and their daily routines.

We also added an ecosystem of tools, including video-conferencing software (e.g., Zoom or Teams), a customer relationship manager system (e.g., Salesforce), a messaging system (e.g., Slack), and/or an event management system for online conferences (e.g., Whova). The Leap support team finds that it's most practical to start with simple and inexpensive tools and adapt as the community grows and/or gains traction. It's also helpful if dedicated support team members or administrators become "experts" in the platform(s) since it's very likely that others will need assistance in using the systems.

Foster community engagement and support
As we described earlier, putting people first is a foundational tenet of our engagement strategy. We believe that active participation is sustained if people find value in relationships, connections, and interesting discussions relevant to their work. To encourage organic, mutually supportive interactions, the Leap support team offers these tips around two key principles: remain flexible and let the community lead.

Remain Flexible
- Set flexible targets and goals, recognizing that members have great demands on their time and their engagement in the community might be episodic
- Consider avoiding specific participation requirements, as members are likely to engage when they find discussions or events relevant and valuable
- Seek opportunities to turn online dialogs into webinars, thought papers, and presentations
- Solicit input with plenty of notice and generally avoid hard deadlines, because not everyone can respond immediately
- When members are having an active dialog, delay planned internal communications to avoid disrupting.

Let the community lead
- Build trust via ongoing one-to-one engagements so that the members feel comfortable reaching out
- Implement multiple surveys to ask where members want to concentrate their efforts
- In one-to-one conversations, encourage members to post their questions and start online discussions
- Refrain from putting forward specific ideas for exploration; instead connect members with other members as thought partners to share and exchange ideas
- Include a range of perspectives to avoid replicating societal inequities.

Appendix II provides additional details about the Leap support team's roles and responsibilities.
**Conclusion**

The most successful communities facilitate connections among members and offer a space where ideas and support are freely exchanged. Online communities take advantage of advances in technology to offer many of the same supports across distance and time.

Our experience supporting the Leap Ambassadors Community has illustrated the value of meaningful connections. As our world is increasingly confronted with challenges, uncertainty, and injustice, we’re hopeful that online communities will continue to evolve into agile, vibrant, diverse, equitable, and inclusive spaces in which members can share knowledge, peer support, and resources with each other.
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The Leap Ambassadors Community support team: A Case Study

Note: Your community might not have the same team structure as the Leap Ambassadors Community, but these behaviors and activities work, regardless of team size.

Communities like ours—a private community, based on a shared interest—need help to evolve and grow. While many communities operate with volunteers or a single administrator, the Leap Ambassadors Community was supported from the beginning by a team of paid professionals who had experience related to our community’s mission. While letting the community members lead the direction and set the pace, the Leap support team helped facilitate community growth, discussions, activities, and member participation.

A crucial component of the Leap support team's engagement strategy is to designate a team member, known as a Team Member Assigned (TMA) to each ambassador. The TMA's primary responsibility is to keep up with assigned ambassadors and their work through calls, emails, and other sources of information (e.g., LinkedIn, Twitter, organization e-newsletters, etc.).

Connecting with new ambassadors begins with the onboarding process. The Leap support team conducts onboarding calls 30-90 days after an ambassador has joined the community. During the onboarding discussion, the TMA's goal is to hear about the ambassador's experience with the online community, learn more about the ambassador's work, share the community's products, and connect the ambassador with other community members.

The onboarding call allows the TMA to re-emphasize the community's minimum expectations and acknowledge the ambassador's participation to date. For example, if the ambassador posted to the online forum and there were few responses, the TMA would ask if and from whom the ambassador received direct responses. When the TMA acknowledges the ambassador's participation, it's key to remind the ambassador that the Leap support team isn't assessing their participation. The team simply keeps track of each ambassador's involvement to help determine if they're engaged and gauge whether to adjust engagement opportunities.

An internal Slack channel keeps the team abreast of an ambassador's accomplishments. The team records updates to an ambassador's information (e.g., job or position changes, address updates) in Salesforce so every team member can stay up to date.

Team members intentionally engage ambassadors through emails and phone calls to learn what's valuable to ambassadors and what they want from their online community experience. TMAs help ambassadors explore specific ways to benefit, such as identifying a professional challenge when it could be helpful to request the community's input. One example of how an ambassador can derive value is the request for advice on how funders should compensate stakeholders for their time, an emerging practice which several ambassadors had experienced. This is also one way that the Leap Ambassadors Community adds value to the field, by sharing these and other insights to a broader, external audience.

The Leap support team offers multiple ways for ambassadors to make internal and external connections to others. The internal connections give ambassadors the opportunity to learn about those who do similar work. Building and maintaining relationships with ambassadors help foster engagement on the online forum (i.e., email communication via Google Groups), which tends to be the launching board for other types of participation. The team also fosters external community connections to amplify ambassadors' voices. The team also uses social media platforms, particularly LinkedIn and Twitter, and occasional external email blasts to feature ambassadors' work.

The Leap support team strives to create a community culture that allows for a cohesive and productive experience for ambassadors. To accomplish this goal, the team has to be versatile. For the Leap support team, this means that any team member, for the most part, can help support the community at any moment. Being adaptable also means that the team doesn't operate in a hierarchical structure. The versatility encourages cross-training among the team members, so there aren't any hold-ups when one team member is out or deployed on another project.

Leap support team members prioritize responsiveness to meet ambassador needs, including responding to individual emails within 24 hours or less, actively monitoring the online forum, and determining the next steps as appropriate. The team also reaches out to ambassadors and encourages them to answer unanswered questions on the online forum if the question is aligned with their area of expertise.
The Leap Ambassadors Community benefits and value

For additional information, see Leap Ambassadors Community History.

Leap Ambassadors Community benefits and value

- Fostering connections and relationships through participation in regional gatherings, micro-communities, full community convenings, community conversations, and one-on-one interactions.

- Growing and expanding network, recognizing that as ambassadors build relationships with each other, the value of the network and value to the individual ambassador increases.

- Providing options for equitable participation with a diversity of perspectives where members feel included and that everyone is heard, even when there are disagreements and differences.

- Pooling collective intelligence when ambassadors share their insights, have those insights augmented and constructively debated via community exchanges, and produce thoughtful works that consider a wide range of viewpoints.

- Accessing an environment committed to continuous improvement based on ideas and perspectives shared by other ambassadors, helping to foster an environment of ongoing learning and improving.

- Collaboratively creating resources with other ambassadors, by suggesting content, draft reviews, and being a sounding board for community articles and posts based on topics relative to nonprofits, funders, consultants, and more. See the Performance Imperative for an example of an external resource created collaboratively between the community’s members.

Appendix II

The Leap support team and their activities to support the Leap Ambassadors Community

- Maintaining the online community. We don't moderate the online forum (a Google Group) per se, but interactions are guided by community guidelines and behind-the-scenes individual outreach to encourage people to post or respond to posts. Early on, we tried to initiate conversations but learned that ambassador posts are far more likely than team posts to encourage dialogue.

- Synthesizing collective wisdom. The support team curates ambassador discussions for internal and external sharing. Examples of internal curations include lists of consultant recommendations, while external ones are published under Ambassadors Insights. We also conduct interviews with individual ambassadors in Leap Voices and published ad-hoc resources Where We Bank Matters and the Pittsburgh Learning Circles Program.

- Taking care of logistics. Over the years, we’ve organized two full-community convenings (once in person, once online) and a number of regional gatherings and community conversations (where ambassadors present/facilitate discussion open to the full community). The support team has taken care of all logistics, from soliciting interest and scheduling to assisting during the event itself.

- Amplifying ambassadors’ work. We’re active on social media, both by promoting curations and interviews with ambassadors, and by engaging with posts about individual ambassadors’ work. We also share notable resources and accomplishments via internal messages and emails to our full external mailing list. We occasionally offer communications support, such as if an ambassador seeks advice or assistance in connection with a book launch.

- Hosting community info. We host the Leap Ambassadors Community website, which includes a public library of resources and information most relevant to ambassadors, such as micro-community descriptions.

- Providing awareness of community activity. In an active online community of thought leaders, staying on top of what’s going on can be overwhelming. At the beginning of each month, ambassadors receive the Month-in-a-Minute, an e-newsletter about what has happened and what’s coming up. There’s also the For Ambassadors section, a list of ambassador-authored books, and In the News section on the website.